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ABSTRACT
Ambient Intelligence in the modern era of research and innovations is an active field that uses various embedded computing devices for providing different types of interaction with environment. This paper describes a new methodology “Faculty Performance Monitoring Scale” abbreviated as “FPMS” aiming to improve the overall quality of existing education system utilizing an application of ambient intelligence. As designed, the methodology elaborates the mutual interaction among humans and service robotics having master-slave relationship in which humans act as a master and service robotics act as a slave. Human utilizes interface embedded in service robotics for giving instruction and service robotics will respond according to the instruction given by the master. The primary duty of service robotics is to store and monitor the faculty members at the time of lecture delivery and calculate their performance on the basis of certain parameters as considered in FPMS. The benefit to utilize this designed methodology is to reduce conflicts among faculty based upon biases and appreciation will be given on the basis of feedback from FPMS. An appropriate collaboration between human and service robotics leads to achieve a joint action and provides a mechanism of active team participation utilizing a more natural form of interactions. The proposed architecture design has been compared with the current education system and may be followed by the educational institutes for maintaining efficiency as the case thereof.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ambient intelligence is a multi-disciplinary field [15] [24] aiming to provide interaction [5] with physical environment by utilizing various network computing devices as sensors, actuators and embedded systems etc. The significance for developing separate combinations of separate devices is to just change the behavior of physical environment to digital environment describing the dynamic nature of AI [8]. This dynamic behavior helps to provide a better way of interaction with physical world and covers a wide area of applications in multi-disciplinary field. Some are listed below:

- It not only helps to capture data from the real/physical world but also helps to capture data through processing by utilizing some certain shortcuts methods [25].
- Gives a major opportunity that is “Learning from the environment”. In this case, it gives chance to people think differently like Driverless cars manufactured by Google [39].

- Provides an easy platform that helps to detect the presence of people in the room, their needs as well as intensions that are free from the manual control of their surroundings [16].
- Most importantly, it is quite near to eliminating constraints over input applied. In this paper authors considered an example of service robotics having intelligent behavior in dynamic environment that can accept input in any form viz. voice and gesture/posture depending on the type of programming embedded into it such as sensing, perception, knowledge presentation action, planning and its execution. Each function may deal autonomously [11] [8].
- Most commonly, this method is followed by computer professionals using the application of service robotics whose function is to store all the data on sensor nodes and after that operations are applied according to present environment considerations and can be further tested on different platforms such as amazon EC2 Cloud [12][19].
- Provides technology and intelligence collectively by simply packing into a software that can be shown in fig.1:

![Fig.1: Ambient Intelligence Requires (Technology + Intelligence): Put Into Software Collectively [22].](image-url)

The main focus of different ambient intelligent applications are only on predicting, planning and managing physical objects that exists in real world and during interaction with separate objects, they must show their individual behavior along with its psychological and social dimensions [6]. As scientists said this type of technology is actually a vision of tomorrow [36] because it behaves intelligently in physical environment [33] & shows its active participation with humans & machines that display their adaptive behavior for providing different type of services [36] [37] in future. As an
example, a variety of consumer based applications [26] that are listed as follows:

- For pollution Monitoring.
- Traffic management.
- Emergency Response. [25][35].

While implementing consumer based applications using ambient intelligence, researchers noticed that it gives several opportunities how people become a good decision maker in their practical life that subsequently helps to enhance overall quality of life[26][8][29][20]. In short, this field has long term potential to create several different opportunities for people [27] that shapes in the form of “invisible vision for tomorrow” [23][11]. Sometimes professionals also called “Disappearing Computing [11][28][38] because it uses an optimal use of input [17] with a short range of network device whose main function is to provide an easy method for communication by utilizing different natural interaction methods and mechanisms. In this way, it also helps to enrich human lives while utilizing intelligent or dynamic environment for performing daily life activities [5]. As researchers did experiment on null input from the environment and guide users how to analyze null input on different types of interactions modes [30] by applying several methods and algorithms that are considered in the terms of invisible interactions [32]. Such type of interactions plays a vital role especially in global computing environment [31]. As an example, user’s uses mobile phone having sensors may have different feature/function for different model [16] that depends on the type of material at the time of manufacturing. In short, according to researchers, the different methods adopted by the users for input collection may change the user experience [30] with the support of intuitive user interfaces [9] where the main building block of intuitive interface is “checking dynamic resource efficiency” during natural way of interaction [4] with physical world [7]. In this way, this technology plays a vital role for enriching our environment and provides smart living by implementing some certain set of standards [13][14].

In this paper, authors’ designed a methodology named “FPMS” (Faculty Performance Monitoring Scale) that helps to improve overall quality of existing education system using an application of ambient intelligence. This new designed methodology also describes the active participation among humans and service robotics during performing any task and may be shown as in fig.2:

![Fig.2: Humans and Service Robotics Took a Joint Action.](image)

Fig.2 shows that service robotics is completing its tasks in two steps; viz. to store and monitor the continuous exchange of information during lecture delivery by utilizing “FPMS”. The duty of Service robotics is to sense the exact location of any specific faculty member through sensors at the time of lecture and in addition, it also checks the quality of content that is delivered during lecture by utilizing FPMS. Through this service robotics can easily detect the exact location of that specific faculty member that correspondingly reduces human effort & saves time during inspection (i.e. surprised checking of lectures). This paper also discusses about the current scenario followed by the universities in education sector that can be shown in fig.3:

![Fig.3: Current Scenario followed by the Education System (Top-to-Bottom Approach).](image)

The ratio of biasness is greater in existing education system. Therefore for the purpose of reducing conflicts, authors’ designed a system that can be shown in fig.4: 
The only difference between current and proposed scenario is that heads of the institutes and departments are replaced by Service Robotics. The responsibilities of heads are simply transferred to the Service Robotics. The function of service robotics is only to store and monitor the task of each faculty member and check the performance by analyzing several different parameters that can be shown in table 1 & 2:

### Table 1: FPMS: - Faculty Performance Monitoring Scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Grade 'A'</th>
<th>Grade 'B'</th>
<th>Grade 'C'</th>
<th>Grade 'D'</th>
<th>Grade 'E'</th>
<th>Grade 'F'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quality of Content</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quantity of Content</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Problem Resolving Board</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Seminars</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Discussion over Current Aff</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Motivation towards Career</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Time Decision</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Evaluation of Faculty Members by Using FPMS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Grade 'A'</th>
<th>Grade 'B'</th>
<th>Grade 'C'</th>
<th>Grade 'D'</th>
<th>Grade 'E'</th>
<th>Grade 'F'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Quality of Content</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Quantity of Content</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Problem Resolving Board</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Seminars</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Discussion over Current Aff</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Motivation towards Career</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Time Decision</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Grades for FPMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A+</td>
<td>91-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>81-90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>71-80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>61-70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>51-60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>35-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Below 35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this way, the performance of individual faculty member is calculated. The benefit to utilize FPMS is to improve the overall quality of education system and to achieve major three goals; time saving, security enhancement, and cost saving [25]. All can be discussed below in given list:

- **Time Saving:** The ambient intelligence follows a feature of ubiquitous computing that indicates presence of a single person at a same time more than one place is possible as behave like virtual users as an example generally, we noticed at present in many institutes HOD perform the task of performance monitoring by giving grading to all faculty members especially through inspection on the time of increments. Here, authors replace HOD with service robotics whose function is only store & monitor the performance of each faculty member by
considering some certain parameters that are discussed in table 1.

- **Security**: It is must because all the records related with the performance is stored in the service robotics memory by his master who is human by utilizing any programming language like CAD/CAM. He has only authority to lock or unlock the service robotics. Authors noticed quality may be lacking any workplace and therefore to improve the same, an architectural design has been proposed in the education system as shown in fig.5:

![Fig.5: Proposed Architecture for Any University Education System (UES) Using Ambient Intelligence [21].](image)

Using the proposed architecture, once contextual information is collected by sensors, then there is a data fusion process that helps to evaluate output. And this processed information will be used as input for better decision making in future advances [21].

But the most important parameter involving complete functioning that depends on the type of logic implemented in service robotics by the master-human as shown in fig.6:

![Fig.6: Programming Logic Implemented in Service Robotics by his Master for Performance Monitoring.](image)

A master can only lock or unlock the service robotics.

2. **REVIEW OF LITERATURE**

**(Rimmy Chuchra et. al. 2013)** This paper discussed about the joint action taken by the humans and robotics for performing any task. Humans and robotics holds master/slave relationship where interface acts as a sandwich between the humans and robotics. The use of interface is to provide communication between human and robotics in natural way where human acts as a master and is responsible for giving instructions to robotics and robotics always acts as a slave that work as per instructions given by their master. The communication flow methodology between human and robotics can be shown in fig.7: [2]

![Fig.7: HRI: Shows Master/Slave Relationship.](image)

**(Rimmy Chuchra et. al. 2014)**: Authors proposed a new procedure termed as “Human-robotics Interaction based analysis-Using data mining techniques” that shows how humans and robotics performed any task collectively by utilizing three different data mining techniques viz. classification, regression analysis and time series analysis. This designed methodology worked only with single type of data input format. It must be in discontinuous form (i.e. - in digital form). Theoretical and experimental based analysis investigated in this paper with significant results. [1]

**(R.K Seth et. al. 2015)**: Authors designed a new communication flow methodology that works on two separate types of inputs given by the user viz. analog and digital form. The designed methodology also provides more natural way of communication while utilizing interface. Instructions can be easily managed by robotics given by the master-human. [3]

3. **ROAD MAP OF FPMS**

This roadmap gives an idea how service robotics calculates the performance of employees and is as shown in fig.8:

![Fig.8: Working of Service Robotics for calculating performance of employees.](image)
4. **RESEARCH DESIGN**

![Diagram of a robot interacting with an environment]

**Fig.9: Working of Service Robotics with Environment.**

5. **CONCLUSION**

This paper elaborated a variety of parameters for evaluating the efficiency of the faculty members in the institutes based upon the results evaluated by FPMS. The proposed algorithm may be used to improve the work performance at work places. The Ambient Intelligence has a great potential to figure out the different kinds of conflicts at the workplaces and also may be utilized to resolve the issues by providing the solutions using the architecture as designed by the authors. The designed methodology helps to provide a more natural way of interaction between human and service robotics using a simple form of mechanism of commands.

6. **FUTURE SCOPE**

This work will be extended by developing a common tool that helps to calculate the overall performance of faculty and students collectively. And the parameters used during calculating the performance may be used as a combination of reusable components to make the system more cost effective.
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